
1: Creatures Out Of The Past 

  
  
Dotty, a little over twelve-years of age, helped her brothers, Leroy and William, prepare for 

lunch in the kitchen, along with her friend, Avigale, who stood taller than she did. Their mothers, 

Ellen and Karla were busy watching over the soup. Avigale chopped the onions while Dotty 

worked on slicing the tomatoes. Leroy and William pulled apart the cabbage that they picked that 

morning.  

“Still can’t believe how grown-up you’ve become in a few years,” Ellen said, for what felt like 

the hundredth time. “Usually we had to beg you to help instead of playing music.” 

“Yes,” Karla said, “but we’ve missed so much of their childhood.” She smoothed her fur down 

her arm. “Tell me again how you’ve aged so quickly? It was from the Fay plan?” 

“That’s right,” Dotty said, again. “For every day that passes here, it’s a year in Alphine.” 

Her mother shook her head, still trying to comprehend it all. She ran the water from the faucet 

into the basin and began washing some bowls. “We’ve been a part of the Fay and Elf race all this 

time?” 

Dotty’s blue eyes softened. “We are.” 

Her mother’s narrow face showed confusion, still, even after many times of explaining it in 

many ways. 

Leroy took the knife in his tail and continued to dice the vegetable. “You should have seen us 

in action. We took out all the Mer-Dragons, the Fay, and Elousens.” 

Karla’s eyes narrowed at her son. “The one thing I do not like is you all learning to fight.” 

“Taylinn says we have to,” William said, his white fur had become darker in contrast to his 

brothers over the months since they got back from the asteroid where they had killed Malic and 

saved Nimus, who was being possessed by Malic. 

“When does she say we leave again?” Leroy asked. 

“In three months,” Dotty replied. Her tail ran over her eyes, wiping tears that came from the 

chopped onion. 

“Will one of you go get Taylinn,” Ellen asked, peeking into the bowl that warmed on the spit in 

the corner of the kitchen. “Lunch is nearly ready.” 

“She’s been meditating for almost two hours,” Leroy said.  

“I’ll get her,” Dotty said. She took a cloak and threw it around her then climbed out of the 

ground into the open. 

“You be careful riding that glider thing,” her mother called up. 

Dotty rolled her eyes. She’ll always think of us as little children. Dotty faced her palm toward 

the ground with the ring on her finger. A green light came forth from the ring, designing a circle 

until it solidified. A round object of light hovered inches off the ground. She licked her lips 

before stepping on. Then she shot forward across the grassy field. 

The sun spread its warmth across the plane bathing the planet, Ethereal, in its light. 

Unfortunately, it is rare the Elousen race comes above ground to enjoy such a jewel in the sky 

for their home is made in the underground community, which includes their commodities and 



food and water source. Only the children come up to go to school or on occasion to play in the 

forest. But even that had become a sort of forbidden area by adults from fear of what they found 

three years ago. A human named Sinya. 

Dotty swallowed at this memory. She had been wrong to hide the disk that she found that had 

been his way home through the Chronicle Gate. But something about him intrigued her. The cool 

wind warmed her furless face while she sped along until she entered the forest where the sun was 

hidden among the tall trees and its branches. Only pockets of rays of sun touched the dirt surface 

here and there. She passed the area where they had found Sinya and knew she came close to the 

river, where she’d find Taylinn. 

Speeding around a couple more bushes she saw her, sitting at the bank of the sparkling, cool-

looking river. Dotty stopped the glider and hopped off. Taylinn looked at peace. Dotty still 

couldn’t believe, nor the rest of the community, that Taylinn is eighteen-years of age, especially 

her own mother, who told Ellen, “losing a few years of your child’s life is nothing compared to 

losing your child.” Just a few months ago they lost Taylinn when she fell over the edge of the 

asteroid.  

 When they came back home, she returned to them within six days. But to Taylinn, it had been 

six years, living in the fay plane of Alphine.  

“Taylinn?” Dotty asked. “You done up here? Lunch is ready.” 

Taylinn looked at Dotty with her sucking on her tail. She took her tail out of her mouth. “If you 

were trying to sneak up on me, you failed. I heard you a mile away.” 

Dotty narrowed her eyes at her. “You know neither of our moms like your new habit.” 

She sighed. “I know.” Taylinn smoothed the end of her tail down. “Besides, there is a lot of 

things our mothers don’t like. Like the fact we’ve learned to fight, that I’m of age, and soon 

we’ll have to leave.” 

“Did you get in touch with the King of Alphine?” Dotty asked. 

Taylinn stood. A gentle wind blew her green cloak around. “I did,” she said, extinguishing her 

pipe. “He says we need to gather everyone and meet in the plane.” Taylinn followed the trail out 

of the forest and Dotty fell in step next to her. 

“You know how to do that, right?” 

“Of course I do, Dot.” 

Taylinn strolled next to her friend within the shade of the trees. She gripped her staff in one 

hand and used it as a walking stick, as they made their way down the trail while discussing their 

practice seasons in the prior months and how advanced they’ve all become. Dotty chatted up a 

storm non-stop. Same old Dot, Taylinn thought. Wonder what she’ll be like when she’s older 

when we return? 

“My brothers want to split their bodies like you can. It looks strange to have two of you. Does 

it hurt?” 

“Not at all,” Taylinn said. 

“Why are we walking when we have gliders?” Dotty asked. Facing her palm toward the 

ground, the light emerged from her ring until the disk completed itself. Taylinn did the same, but 

without a ring. Dotty looked at her in awe, the same expression from everyone every time she 

did something only using her hand without a ring, whether it be forming the glider or a shield to 

protect herself or firing lasers. Taylinn stepped onboard the glider and shot forward, leaving Dot 

just that, a dot. 

* * * 

 



In time they would all learn to do everything without the power of the ring. Just as I did, 

Taylinn thought. She didn’t know what evil was destined to come but she, along with the elf and 

fay people of Alphine, knew something with horrific destruction was on its way and they should 

prepare for it now. The sun blinded her as she crossed the threshold from the forest to the open 

fields. Her eyes, which could see further than anybody, spotted two Elousens in the distance 

approaching her home. Most likely coming from the community. 

One Elousen stood tall and held a walking stick, Nimus, the mage. Malic had used her body 

and powers to get back to the Alphine plane but Taylinn stopped his plot. The other Elousen was 

slightly shorter. He wore a green cloak, just like hers. She wanted to be like him, Jasper, her 

father. 

She stopped and waited for Dotty to catch up. “You went too fast,” she said when Dotty finally 

stopped next to her. “What are you looking at?” 

“My Dad and Nimus.” 

Dotty squinted. “Wish I had your eyesight. You think Malic is gone forever?” 

Taylinn nodded. “I hope so. But I can’t imagine anyone else coming to start a war among the 

galaxy.” She took off again and Dotty followed. The warm air swept over them as they swooshed 

along. Dotty and Taylinn stopped before Nimus and Jasper. Their cloaks billowed in the wind, 

especially Nimus’ purple cloak. 

“Just in time for lunch,” Jasper said. He too had a pipe in his mouth. 

Nimus smiled her warm smile at Taylinn. “How are we doing, little-” she stopped herself. “I 

mean Taylinn. Did you contact King Aubrey yet?” 

Even Nimus can’t really accept that I’ve grown. Still trying to call me little one. Taylinn just 

shook her head. “I’ll tell everyone while eating.” Taylinn and Dotty followed Nimus and her dad 

down the ladder into the hole to find the table set with bowels of sweet-smelling soup. They all 

gathered around the table. 

“How’s this training of yours going?” Ellen asked the group. 

“I have to say I’m still amazed at Tay’s power without a ring,” Nimus said, as she looked down 

at her ring. “She surpasses my powers for sure.” 

“The other day Leroy held Avigale in mid-air using his ring,” Jasper said, he leaned over the 

table and high fived Leroy. 

Avigale made a sound. “Could have eased me down, you know. Didn’t have to drop me.” 

They all laughed. “I don’t think the enemy is going to care if he let you fall,” Jasper said. He 

sipped his soup. “Speaking of enemy, what news do you have, Tay?” 

“King Aubrey still can’t foresee what’s going to happen, but we are to bring everyone there, 

including Sinya. 

“How long will you be away?” Karla asked, before sipping a spoonful of soup. 

Taylinn shrugged. “I don’t know. Whenever this war is over with.” 

All was quiet for a moment until Dotty said. “I want to hear more about Alphine. Did you 

really explore the whole place? How big is it?” 

“Yes, tell us what you explored and found, guardian.” A strange male said from the entrance of 

the hole. His voice was sweet. Everyone jumped to their feet in alarm, except for Dotty, who 

couldn’t take her eyes off his masculine gray body underneath his gray cloak. 

“And you are?” Avigale asked. 

His dark eyes blinked and almost looked to be kind. “You can call me Rey.” He strolled up to 

them. “I’ve only come to collect what I was promised.” 

Avigale looked at Taylinn. “What did you do?” 



“I had no choice at the time,” Taylinn said. She slipped on her ring along with everyone else. 

“The deals off, fairy, besides, we don’t have the stone anymore.” Rey came closer to her. “Get 

Karla and Mom to the cave, Dad.” Her dad took the women and disappeared into the hall. 

Rey grabbed Taylinn’s hand. “Don’t think your powers will ever outmatch mine.” 

“Be gone, creature,” Nimus said, she held up her palm and a purple ray shot out her ring. But 

Rey held up his palm and the ray vanished into it. 

Rey smiled. “You must be the mage. I’ve heard stories about you. How dark did you get?” A 

powerful wave threw Nimus, and the kids off their feet. “And did you like it?” The table and 

bench flew into the wall and shattered into pieces. The flame under the kettle went out. 

Taylinn took out her three-pointed spike. The middle spike grew into a sword. Everyone 

readied their weapons too, coming from within their cloaks. Taylinn leaped toward the fairy but 

Rey had his own weapon ready and caught Taylinn’s saber. Taylinn then flicked her wrist, 

sending the fairy into the ceiling. “Get to the cave.” 

The children dashed for the backroom. Once inside they closed the door and found the panel 

wall leading to the cave still open. They dashed into the darkness and down the steps two at a 

time until they reached the stone floor. The lights above showed Jasper, Karla, and Ellen at the 

computers. 

“What did you do, young lady?” Ellen shot at Taylinn, causing her to swallow and feel like the 

kid again. 

Looking above toward the rocky ceiling they heard footsteps above and blasts firing 

everywhere. 

“Can we discuss this late?” Jasper asked, pushing some buttons. A stone in the ground fell 

through. “Everyone in the tunnel.” 

Dotty swallowed. Guess she never quite got used to being in the dark or small places, despite 

being in spaceships that had plenty of that, Taylinn thought. “You’ll be okay,” Taylinn 

whispered to her. Guess the past never really dies. It was her last thought before plunging into 

the darkness. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 : Back to the Stranger 

  

 
Crawling on her hands and knees Taylinn sensed her friends and family following. How could 

the fay have followed me here? Of course, they have to be dark ones at that. The ceiling was low 

and the ground caked with mud. The air smelled of mold. Taylinn forgot the others couldn’t see 

in the dark, so she made light in her hand. “Did everyone make it?” 



Everyone sounded off. 

“Dotty, you okay?” Karla asked. 

“I’m fine,” she called, breathing heavily. “How far do we have to go?” 

“Not far now,” Jasper’s voice came. 

“What’s this all about?” her mother asked. “Why are they after us, Tay?” 

Taylinn swallowed. “I’ll tell you in a minute. Ouch!” Karla pinched her tail. 

“You will tell her now.” 

“And if you don’t,” came her mother’s voice from behind Karla, “you’ll get my tail. I don’t 

care if you’ve grown.” 

She’s changed since I first left. Taylinn swallowed. “Okay. His names Reynardine, I ran into 

him and we started talking about the fairy stone, how we have them. He’s been obsessed trying 

to find them. He must have followed me.” 

“Tay,” her father sighed. “Didn’t you feel that his intentions weren’t good?” 

“He spoke so sweet though and he’s very… persuasive.” Taylinn came to a wall that blocked 

their way. “Now what Dad?” 

“Look up,” he called. 

Craning her neck, she saw in the ceiling an outline and pushed on the patch of roof. It opened 

to the outside and she crawled up and out into the clear day. Then she helped everyone else out 

as well. 

“Lord Rey,” a man called from above, “they're out here.” 

Looking up Taylinn saw two blue creatures with wings floating above them. “You will not get 

away this time.” Her accent was thick. Her blue hair framed her narrow face. Her slanted eyes 

glared at Taylinn as she readied her sword. An explosion and the ground caved in. Rey flew up 

into the sky with wings fluttering. He moved a finger along an invisible wall. The air shimmered 

and more creatures like Rey showed up. 

“Get them!” he ordered. 

At last, a real fight. Taylinn launched her tail at them, striking this way and that next to her dad 

and Nimus. Her sister and friends sliced and shot beams at the fay. The male landed in front of 

Taylinn. 

“All this could have been avoided if you would have just given up the stone,” he said. His dark 

eyes bore into her. His eyes then narrowed, creasing the gold brows. “It doesn’t belong to you 

anyway.” 

“Nor does it you.” She closed her eyes and felt herself go cold. She disappeared into a void 

then returned onto the other side of him. Taylinn could see one side of the fay and the other half 

of him at the same time. 

He snickered. “This trick again? Don’t forget where you learned it from.” Taylinn charged at 

him from both sides with her sword raised but as she slashed down, he vanished in mid-air. 

She looked around to see the fay had swarmed all of them, trapping them and bruising them as 

well. She shot beams at the fay when they got too close to her mother or Karla. Just then two 

other Elousen’s showed up, both wielding and spinning staffs and taking out Fays two at a time. 

One was short looking like a child with blue fur. The other looked older with gray fur. Sky and 

Gall. 

Gall looked behind him. “Go, we’ll hold them here.” 

“Fall back!” Taylinn cried. 

“Where do we go?” her sister asked. 

“Into the forest!” Taylinn shouted while cutting a fay in half, spilling blood on the ground.  



“You heard her!” Avigale cried. The Elousens all dropped to fours and made their way across 

the field while being chased. Taylinn noted the fay underground chamber that is meant for their 

Passage of Age, They’ll never find the stone in there. She took comfort in knowing that fact. 

They crossed into the forest. The tall trees caused the sun to vanish except for the little light that 

touched the brown trail. Taylinn led them onward, kicking up dirt as she went, sensing her 

friends and family following, but also sensed the fay not far behind. She skidded to a stop once 

they got deep in the woodland and checked to make sure no one was missing, and all were 

accounted for except… Karla! 

“Stay here,” she told everyone and raced back the way she’d come. Close to the threshold of 

the fields, she found Karla on the ground being attacked by the fay creatures. Taylinn swiped at 

them with her sword causing them to fly off. She hauled Karla to her feet. “Run!” Taylinn aimed 

her hand at the fay creatures that were about to swoop down when a blinding flash of light came 

forth from her hand, causing the fay to shield their eyes. Taylinn then leaped after Karla. 

Karla didn’t stop running until she bumped into her kids. Taylinn screeched to a halt. Karla 

threw her arms around her. “Thank you,” she whispered. 

“Did you kill some of them?” Dotty asked. 

“I did,” Taylinn said. “But the rest will be searching for us if Gall and Sky can’t hold them.” 

“What are Gall and Sky doing fighting?” Ellen asked. 

Taylinn looked at her mom. “That’s a long story for another time.” 

“I thought the fay was good?” Leroy asked. 

“Most are,” Taylinn said. One of her bodies stepped into her other body, making only one 

Taylinn again. “But some can go dark. Especially when they’re are obsessed with something like 

the fay stone.” 

“Why do they want it so bad?” Aviagale asked. 

“Who knows,” Taylinn said, shrugging. 

“Didn’t know fay could go bad,” William said. 

“Sure,” Leroy said, “Remember when they attacked us on Alphine with the help of Malic’s 

magic?” 

Nimus nodded. “I too went dark for a time.” 

“Oh, yeah,” William said while all the other children echoed the same in remembering their 

escape with fay chasing them, just to be saved by Triunes. “So we going to use the gate?” 

“That’s back the way we came,” Leroy said. “Man, we could use one of those Triunes right 

about now that the Fay have.” They all looked above the trees toward the sky to see the fay 

flying at them with full force. 

“My thoughts, exactly,” Taylinn said. Cupping her hands to her mouth she called out in a 

strange language that was only heard from Dotty when she summoned the Triune during 

Taylinn’s passage of age ceremony. Please work, Taylinn thought. A minute or two they saw a 

blinding light emerge from the deep forest galloping toward them. As it got closer everyone 

oohed and awed. 

Leroy petted one. “We haven’t seen these in a while. How you been buddy?” he asked. 

“No time to reflect, get on,” Taylinn jumped on one and so did everyone else. Her mother and 

father got on one, but Karla was terrified riding behind Dotty. 

“Mom, not so tight,” she said. 

“Let’s go,” Taylinn called as the Triunes galloped through the forest with the fay in pursuit. 

Deeper and deeper they bounded on as the trees came closer together. Taylinn looked up to see 



the fay overhead now. Do something dammit! Just when it looked as if the fay were to swoop 

down to attack a blinding light appeared before them and they went through the portal. 

Coming out of the light, the Triunes halted at the bottom of a slope. The sky was turning gray. 

In the distance, they saw tall shadows but Taylinn could tell they were buildings. Unlike 

Ethereal, the air had turned colder. 

“Where are we?” Leroy asked. The portal vanished behind them. 

“Don’t know,” Taylinn said, she dismounted, her feet touched a hard surface. The others did 

the same. 

Leroy and William touched the surface. “Very hard substance,” Leroy said. 

Suddenly the Triunes galloped away fading into a light while the group chased after them. 

“Now how do we get home?” William asked. 

Ellen held Karla who was crying and she comforted her. 

“Do you know where we are, Nimus?” Jasper asked. 

“Mmmmm,” she gazed around. 

“I wonder,” Taylinn said more to herself than anyone. She marched up the slope and the rest 

followed behind. Could this be the place we were meant to come? Ahead, lights shined through 

some windows in a round object. Something about this place seems familiar somehow like 

someone described it to me once. Coming closer to the round object she saw people within the 

window and thought it must have been a home. A face looked at them through the window than 

within seconds threw open the door. She stopped, not believing who it was. Dotty ran up to the 

person and threw her arms around them. 

She squeaked out his name. “Sinya!”  

3: Home of Sinya 
  

 

Sinya stared out the window with his arms crossed. He looked at his reflection and saw Stacia 

behind him. “After all these months, still haven’t realized I’ve grown?” His reflection showed his 

short dark hair now has become long, and wavy. His face had become narrower instead of 

chubby. The only thing he didn’t like is how sores had begun to appear on his face. 

Stacia, still a teen herself, wore tight jeans and a tight sweater, was trying to help him with his 

homework. Somehow the conversation exploded into how he doesn’t need her to watch him 

anymore as she did just a few years ago. To Mom, Dad, and her, it has only been a few months 

and was still trying to understand everything. For the past few months, he’s started feeling new 

feelings for Stacia. I know I can’t tell her that. 

“We’re trying to figure out how you grew so much, your parents and I, but you won’t tell us,” 

Stacia said, putting her hands on her hips, “And you’re mean to Karen lately. I wouldn’t think 

you’d ever be mean to your best friend.” 

“You wouldn’t believe me if I told you,” Sinya looked back out into the growing darkness. 

“Sometimes I don’t even believe it myself.” As he said that he saw shapes were appearing over 

the walkway. But instead of the shapes taking the form of people, they turned out to be…covered 

in fur…like Elousens He threw open the door and stepped out into the chilled air. The outside 



lights from over the door cast a light on the creatures with fur. One of them looked to be…Ellen. 

Then one ran toward him and threw her arms around his neck. 

“Sinya!” she cried out. 

His arms wouldn’t move at first. Then he wrapped his arms around her. “Hey, Dot.” She pulled 

away after a long moment. Next came Leroy and William who high-fived him, then Avigale and 

Ellen with her arm around Karla, gave him a hug with her other arm and whispered, “I’m glad 

you made it back safely.” 

Then a tall Elousen came forward who he recognized. “Misty? Why are you here?” 

Avigale coughed. “This isn’t Misty, exactly. It’s Taylinn.” 

Sinya hugged her. “So, you did make it back. But how did you get so old in a short 

time…unless.” 

“May we come inside?” Taylinn asked. “There’s much to discuss and little time.” Sinya 

showed them the way in.  

Stacia gasped at seeing the creatures. “These are my friends,” he said. I had the same look on 

my face when I first saw them. Once inside, the kids sat about the living area, looking at 

everything. The rounded chairs that set low to the ground. The pictures that hung on the wall 

moved, repeating the same scenes. Sinya and his parents building a sandcastle, Sinya riding what 

looked to be a Triune, except with no three horns protruding from its forehead, when Dot asked, 

Sinya explained it was called a horse. The next picture was of Sinya, and a girl throwing a red 

disk at each other. Sinya shook his head and smiled as they felt all the pictures. I know the 

feeling. 

“Wow, what’s this?” Leroy asked. Sinya turned to see him staring at a silver ball that floated on 

a shelf. 

“It’s a baseball. My dad and I play catch sometimes. Or used to anyway.” 

The house was divided by alcoves. Out from one of these, a young girl appeared. “Dishes are 

load…” She stopped in her tracks and backed against the wall. “Karen, These are the ones I told 

you about.” 

“Oh, you mean they’re real,” Karen said. “Sorry, we just thought he was telling stories.” 

“We’ve never had friends of Elousens before,” Stacia said. “They’re usually only in the city.” 

“We’ve never had friends of humans before,” Jasper said. “We were surprised when we found 

one of you on our planet.” 

Just then the door opened and in walked Sinya’s mom and dad. A tall man with a bushy 

mustache, glasses, and curly black hair. The woman met his shoulders, wearing a blue dress with 

a matching necklace. Both stopped in mid-sentence at the entrance upon seeing the creatures. 

Sinya’s heart wouldn’t slow as he introduced them all. “Mom, Dad, these are my friends from 

Ethereal.” 

They all stared at one another, but his mom shook her head, snapping herself out of her stupor. 

“I’m Rena and this is my husband, Carl.” She took Ellen’s and Karla’s hand. “It sounds like our 

kids have been through a lot together. Thank you so much for looking after him.” 

Ellen nodded. 

“Of course,” Karla said. 

Carl nodded to Jasper. “Please join us for dinner.” 

Nimus shook all of their hands. 

“Where’s the Vision box?” Leroy asked. 

“You don’t need the Vision box on, Lee,” his mother said while they took their seats at the 

small round table. 



“What’s a Vision Box?” Carl asked. 

“It’s what they call their TV,” Sinya said. 

“Oh, no problem,” Carl said. “Holly, please turn on the TV.” The wall in front of them burst 

into an image of the news. “Just say what channel you want.” 

The children looked in awe of it and all gathered in front of the screen while eating pizza, 

except for Sinya and Taylinn, who stayed at the table. After being told to keep it down Carl went 

on. “So, what brings you all the way out here?” 

Both Sinya’s parents and Stacia looked dumbfounded after Taylinn and the others told their 

story. “You know real magic?” Carl asked. 

Taylinn closed her eyes. In minutes she said something from across the room and heard an 

object drop. Sinya looked behind him to see Taylinn leaning against the wall. Also, they saw the 

silver baseball at Leroy’s feet. 

“Two of them.” She looked at Taylinn sitting at the table then at the one leaning against the 

wall. “I—I wouldn’t believe it if I hadn’t seen it with my own eyes,” Rena said. 

Sinya’s heart couldn’t slow down. “I— I didn’t know they could make two of themselves,” he 

almost shouted. 

“It sure surpasses my skills,” Nimus said. 

“Lee, don’t play with other people’s stuff,” Karla narrowed her eyes at Leroy. He picked up the 

ball and set it back on the shelf, letting it hover on the device. Taylinn walked across the room 

and sat on herself, merging with her own body. 

“Amazing. Only in our dreams could we do that.” Carl coughed. “So, you don’t know what’s 

behind this attack?” 

Taylinn shook her head. “I just know we must hurry.” 

“Wonder why Triune would send us to you though?” Jasper asked. 

The kids started getting loud telling Dotty to move. She was up in front of the screen, touching 

it when the picture faded, causing the kids to yell. 

Sinya shook his head and leaned toward Taylinn. “I see she hasn’t changed.” 

“Just as curious as ever.” 

“Dot!” her mother said. 

“It’s okay,” Stacia said, “I’ll fix it.” She stood and went up to the wall. 

“Sorry,” Dotty said, “I’ll help.” She waited for instructions from Stacia. 

“It’s okay,” Rena said, “It’s an easy fix.” 

In a minute, the wall turned back into a picture. “That is so amazing,” Jasper said. “I’ll have to 

figure out how that works.” 

“Jasper’s an inventor on our world,” Ellen said. 

“What type of things do you invent?” Carl asked. 

“TV or we call it a Vision Box. I brought electric lighting to our world.” 

“Sounds like how it used to be a long time ago,” Sinya said. 

“Mind if I smoke?” Jasper leaned back and took out a cigar, but Ellen gave him a dirty look. 

“Never mind,” he said. “My lovely wife is trying to get me to quiet.” He put his cigar back in his 

cloak pocket. “Anyway, before I came along our planet, Ethereal, really had nothing. No running 

water, no Vision Box, only candlelight to see by.” 

Karla cleared her throat. “Yes, it’s quite nice but for some of us, it took time to get used to it, 

like me,  

Carl laughed. “I would love to see your planet. So, what is it you think we can do for you?” 



Everybody was quiet until Taylinn spoke up. “We need your help,” she said, looking directly at 

Sinya,” I think that’s why the Triune brought us here.” 

“Me? What can I do?” 

“King Aubrey asked me to gather the best fighters so we can train.” 

“Train, use magic you mean?” 

Taylinn nodded. 

“Is it safe for humans to learn magic?” Rena asked. 

Taylinn nodded. “It’s very safe. I’d keep an eye on him as before. You have my promise.” 

Wow! Sinya thought. I get to fight again and learn to use magic? But he saw worry in his 

parent’s eyes. He held up his hand which still had the ring that held a green stone within it. “I’m 

still prepared,” he said. 

“Okay,” Carl nodded. “Any supplies you need?” 

“Just to use the Chronicle Gate,” Taylinn said. 

Sinya and his parents looked a little worried. “I’m sorry,” Carl said, “All gates have been 

suspended due to a small war breaking out on Mars.” 

“A war?” Taylinn asked. 

“Only a small one,” Stacia said. 

“So, it’s begun,” Taylinn said. No one spoke for a minute. “How about a ship?” 

Carl leaned forward. “We could go to the councilman. He could hook you up with supplies, 

food, water, and the fastest ship in the known galaxy.” 

“Weapons?” Taylinn asked. 

“We’ll find those there, too,” Carl said. 

Pitter patter of rain began splashing on the roof. “How about you stay the night and get started 

first thing in the morning?” Carl asked. 

“It’s the least we can do for you after taking care of Sinya,” Rena said, standing. 

Sinya stood along with the others. “You can share my room, Tay, since I shared yours on your 

planet.” 

“Thank you so much,” Jasper said. 

After showing them around, Stacia and Rena put out sleeping bags for everyone in the living 

room, while Sinya brought Taylinn into his bedroom and set a bag on the floor next to his bed, 

which was pushed up against a wall with a round window. Taylinn stood on the bed and touched 

the glass and she played with the string, pulling it to make the blinds go up and down a few 

times. “This is amazing, much better than just a cloth covering the window as we have. At least 

its double protected.” 

Sinya heard the same action in the next room. He shook his head. Jasper has something else to 

create. “Sounds like you had quite an experience yourself,” he said, sitting at his desk across 

from the bed. 

She hopped down and eyed the desk now. “I did. I stayed for eight weeks learning magic. I 

wanted to stay for two but then I learned what was going to happen and decided to learn more.” 

Taylinn ran her hand across the desk while tapping on it with her tail. “Very nice.” 

Stacia came in with Rena. “I’m going to get going,” Stacia said. “Sounds like you have a big 

day tomorrow, so you better get to bed. And I’ll come by in the morning to see you off.” 

 “I like your tail,” Rena said. 

Taylinn’s tail ran along the carpet floor toward Rene and stopped. She touched it for a minute 

and Taylinn retracted it. 



“You should see what they can do with it,” Sinya said, “they fight with it, wrap it around their 

enemies. Karla even uses it to lash her kids. I bet it hurts worse than a switch.” 

Stacia laughed. “I imagine so. I hope you didn’t get it.” Sinya shook his head. “Night.” They 

both left the room. 

I almost did by Ellen, when I hit her in the face with a ball. He thought about his time on 

Ethereal a few years ago, which seemed like just weeks to him. 

Taylinn yawned. “Mom still threatens us from time to time of using her tail on us. They still 

can’t get used to that we’re almost adults now.” 

Taylinn tossed her cloak onto the ground then crawled into her sleeping bag. Sinya turned out 

the light and got into bed, still bewildered that the Elousen’s are on his planet now looking how 

strange everything is. Seems only yesterday Taylinn was twelve. He looked at his ring. Here we 

go again, he thought before drifting off. 

 

 

4 : City Surprise 

  
Taylinn woke to a machine buzzing in the other room and her mother’s voice once the machine 

turned off. “I love it. Jasper, we need one of these.” She heard her mom saying before the buzz 

engulfed her ears again. Her eyes blinked. That’s right. This isn’t a dream.  

Her last thought was of Sinya. How he looked so young compared to her now that she’s 

eighteen. But she knew that was the cost of training with the fay and elves. She felt for her cloak 

next to her and snatched it up before she stood to wrap it around her.  

She shuffled to the half-open door and stepped out to find Karla, Sinya’s mother Rena, and her 

mother in the kitchen, huddled around a bowl, Karla holding some device, making a loud 

buzzing sound from within. 

The kitchen was a lot more spacious than what they were used to at home. The soft carpet felt 

nice underfoot, much more so than just the cold dirt they had to walk on. Sure they had some 

pieces of cloth laid down but it was nothing compared to this. In the living area, her dad and 

Sinya’s dad, Carl, were on the couch, both holding what looked to be guitars, but these were not 

plugged into speakers, rather they had a big hole in the middle. 

Her sister and friends were gathered on the floor, all silent as they took in the hypnotic music. 

Jasper’s fingers moved up and down the neck while he strummed. Taylinn couldn’t believe what 

she was seeing. Taylinn looked around again and glanced at the moving pictures on the wall. We 

need those. A twinge of regret hit her when she saw Sinya at twelve; knowing she can’t go back 

and give his parents the three years that they’ve missed. 

“Last fret,” Carl said to Jasper. 

Taylinn starred outside to see the sun creeping over the gray clouds. With a start of realizing 

they should have left by now, she began to shout over the noise of the music and machine. “Why 

didn’t you wake me? We need to go!” But no one could hear her. Fine. Her tail traveled across 

the floor to the kitchen and clicked a red button that she hoped was the off button. She was 

correct. 



The three women looked up at Taylinn. Karla’s eyes contracted together. “Why are you all just 

lounging around? Why didn’t anyone wake me? We’ve got to get going.” Before Taylinn knew 

it, her mother’s tail wrapped around her waist and dragged her over. She whispered in her ear. 

“Act like that again and Sinya’s parents will find out what else our tails are for besides just 

playing music.” 

Taylinn nodded while her mother’s tail unwrapped itself. “Sorry, we should get going,” Taylinn 

said. 

“After we eat,” her mom said. 

From the living room, her sister and friends clapped. “Why didn’t you tell us you could play, 

Jas?” Leroy asked. 

Jasper grinned. “I wanted you to figure out music on your own.” 

“Breakfast is ready,” Rena said, placing plates of eggs and bacon around the table. 

Her father and Sinya put down the guitars and followed the children to the table. “Finally woke 

up, Tay?” Leroy asked. 

“Yes,” We should be off Earth right now, she wanted to say, but instead, “How did you sleep?” 

“Very good,” William said, “much softer than the ground to sleep on at your house, no offense, 

Ellen.” he added quickly. 

She laughed. “I agree. We need to get some more padding. When we fix up the house after 

what that creature did.” 

“We’ll help clean it up when we get back,” Nimus said. 

“Did you see Dad play the guitar?” Avigale asked her. 

Taylinn nodded. “I can’t believe that.” 

“I’m afraid that’s my fault,” Nimus said. “If he wasn’t helping me to control Malic all the time, 

he might have helped you with your music.” 

Everyone protested the statement. “That’s not your fault, Nimus,” Taylinn said. 

A strange orange and white-furred creature, no more than two feet in size, walked in on all 

fours, making a strange noise. “What’s that?” Taylinn asked. 

“It’s Mittens, our cat,” Rena said, bending to pet its fur. 

“You didn’t have any pets that I saw,” Sinya said. 

“A pet?” Dotty asked. “It’s so cute.” 

The cat went to Dotty and began to play with her tail with its paws as she moved it back and 

forth. 

“When we’re done, we’ll take off,” Carl said. 

“Very good, I’m done,” Taylinn said, putting down her fork, but she caught her mother’s icy 

glare toward her, and she picked the fork back up, “I mean, whenever you are done.” 

After everyone had their fill and Sinya grabbed his ring and spike sword from his bedroom, 

they threw their cloaks and clothes on. “Can we take some of that left over pizza with us we had 

last night?” Leroy asked. After Rena wrapped up some pizza and stuffed it in her bag they 

stepped out through the front door. The air smelled like moss and trees as if they were in the 

forest back home. But there was none to be seen, only a hard-black surface with metal strips 

going along the surface. Taylinn tapped the rough surface with her tail as so did her friends and 

dad. 

Nimus tapped the surface with her staff. “What’s this called?” she asked. 

“A road,” Carl said, “It’s what cars drive on.” As he said this, a flat vehicle drove past, it 

hovered above the street along the strips, then pulled into a driveway of a rounded house, much 



like Sinya’s house. The whole block occupied these houses. Some houses sat on top of each 

other. 

How strange, Taylinn thought, but before she could ask, Dotty beat her to it. 

“Why’s there houses on top of houses?” 

“Some people have upstairs to their homes,” Carl said. “We might get one someday.” 

“Guess Stacia and Karen aren’t coming,” Sinya said. 

Across the street, they saw Stacia and Karen coming up the walkway. Sinya waved and Stacia 

waved back, then whispered in Karen’s ear. No one heard, except for Taylinn, using her hearing 

ability. “I know it’s a sad day, but you have to be a brave girl. It’s no worse than when he was 

gone for those few months, right?” 

Karen nodded and wiped her face. Once Stacia and Karen got nearer, Stacia lunged for Sinya, 

wrapping her arms around his neck and buried her face into his shoulder. “I don’t want you to 

go,” she whispered. 

Taylinn swallowed. Maybe I shouldn’t bring him along. They’ve been through enough already. 

She heard a beep and the wall before them opened up to reveal a huge metal vehicle, much like 

the one that just traveled down the road. The silver car pulled out of the inner wall and stopped 

before them. 

Taylinn’s friends and family's mouth’s hung open, running their hands over the rounded front 

and back of the big car, “Can I, how do you say it, drive?” Leroy asked Sinya’s dad. 

“Sorry,” he said. “kids go in the back.” 

The black doors opened, and everyone got in. Ellen, Karla, and Rena all got in back with the 

kids. Jasper rode next to Carl in front. Taylinn watched as Sinya’s dad flipped some switches and 

the car rose then pulled out of the drive. He then rested his hand on a nob in between her dad and 

him, then pushed it forward causing the car to move down the street. They peered out the 

window in awe at people jogging on the sidewalk or chopping patches of grass with machines 

they pushed. 

“I don’t see many plants or trees,” Karla said. 

“Ah, yes. We heard all about your planet that is covered in grass,” Rena said, smiling at Karla. 

“I’d love to see that. Our earth used to be covered in it but now they’re in nurseries where they 

pipe the oxygen into the air.” Karla sighed and shook her head. “My great-great-grandmother 

would be appalled.” 

The car turned out of the neighborhood and traveled down with the other cars. Out the window 

what little sun there was hid behind dark clouds. In the distance, Taylinn saw lights flashing in 

the sky. 

“So, this councilmen has a ship?” Taylinn asked. 

“Yes,” Rena said with a nod, “they keep all the spacecraft. Nothing gets in or out without 

seeing them.” 

“Hopefully we can then get to a gate,” Taylinn said. 

“What’s this gate you keep mentioning?” Karla asked. 

“You don’t have gates where you’re from?” Carl asked. 

“We only have one gate,” Nimus said, “and it’s been destroyed.” 

“No gate?” Carl asked. “then how did you-” 

But his question was drowned out by the kid's excitement at what stood in front of them. 

Buildings climbed high into the sky clumped together. A towering city, which would have been 

more marvelous if it hadn’t been for the somber clouds overhead and lightning accompanied by 

big drums through the night sky. 



Taylinn heard it before anyone else did; a buzzing sound. Taylinn looked out the window to see 

three round devices in the air, spread out, trailing them. This can’t be good. 

“Pull over or we will open fire,” all three said, in a metallic voice. 

“The DP,” Sinya said, “Drone Police.” His dad pressed a button and the car began to slow but 

then shots were fired at them. “Speed up!” 

“Duck,” Karla yelled at the kids. 

They sped along the road. Carl maneuvered the car to dodge the lasers from the Drone Police. 

“They must have seen you come through and assume you’ve opened the gate somehow. Dad, 

open the roof,” Sinya said, “Tay and I will take care of them.” 

“But—” his dad began. 

“Please,” Sinya said, “and keep going. We’ll meet you there.” 

His dad pushed a button. Metal was heard as the roof split apart sliding into the doors. Taylinn 

felt the open-air rushing through her fur as she stood, drops of rain splashing on her head. She 

launched her tail at a drone striking it to the ground. Next to her Sinya aimed his ring at the 

drone on the left and fired beams that caused the drone to fly into a building. Yet more drones 

came out of the darkened sky. “We have to go,” she said to Sinya. She launched herself out of 

the car as Karla shouted something. She aimed her palm toward the air, she landed on the glider 

that materialized. She took out her spike sword and extended it. She began chopping the round 

drones and shooting at them with her palm. Sinya was on his glider doing the same. His shots 

from his ring were hitting his targets every time. He must have practiced, she thought. 

The few drones that were left fired back, striking her in the arm. But someone caught her. 

Sinya. He shot some more at the drones and zoomed off toward the city. 

 

 
 
 
 

5 : The Power of the Stone  

  

The wind struck Taylinn’s face as she snuggled into Sinya’s chest. It was becoming so cold that 

the chill went through her fur as they tore away from the Drone police on the glider. The black 

sky opened into a shower. Taylinn glanced down to see the car moving within the tall buildings. 

The tops ended in slanted angles. “We almost there?” she asked. 

“Nearly.” 

The shower then turned to a downpour while the sky lit up occasionally. She felt themselves 

descending to the ground next to the car that stopped. Sinya set Taylinn on her feet and helped 

her to her mom, dad, and sister, who was staring at something with the group, it was a Chronicle 

Gate. Her mother and father spun her way and rushed toward her. 

“Oh, no. Is it bad?” her mother asked while looking at her arm. 

Taylinn winced. She hadn’t felt this way since she was a kid. Which was only a few short years 

ago. She laughed at herself. “It’s fine. Just a graze.” 



Nimus looked around. Her tail twitched. “We best be getting inside,” she said while giving a 

tap of her stick on the surface that they stood on, which lit up. Some people stopped to stare, 

others rushed by, as they did, the lights from the ground flashed on when they stepped then faded 

out when they stepped off. 

Sinya’s dad led them up some steps of a building that soared into the clouds. Dotty tripped 

while peering at the glowing steps. Her mother caught her by the arm before she fell and ushered 

her through double doors. “Pay attention to where you’re going,” she said. 

Once inside, they were met by a scene of people working at a variety of computers spread 

throughout the room. Everyone stopped at their stations and looked up. 

“I give you the councilmen,” Carl said, waving his hand around as if giving out a prize. The 

room was warm and there were no windows. Long dim lights lined the ceiling. Taylinn could see 

this room went far back. 

A tall man with gray hair approached them and held his hand out to Carl who took it. “What 

brings you by, with such company?” he eyed the Elousens. 

Carl turned toward Taylinn, “This is Dr. Mason Rune, head of New Air Tech.” Then he faced 

the Dr. “They need your help,” Carl said, “A ship.” 

“Of course. Come with me to my office.” Dr. Rune led them to a small office off to the right. 

There’s something not right here, Taylinn thought while she eyed the doctor. As they entered 

the office, chairs were gathered around a long table. Dr. Rune closed the door behind him. 

“Please, have a seat,” Dr. Rune said while taking a seat at the head of the table. 

Sinya and his parents sat down at once but the Elousens sat down with caution. Dr. Rune didn’t 

say anything but he stared at Jasper and Nimus, with almost a questionable look on his face. His 

eyes then scanned Karla’s face for a minute. Taylinn could tell he had to blink some tears away. 

Something isn’t right with the doctor. Does Nimus and my dad know him? 

It was as if Avigale read her mind when she asked, “Seems like there’s something you’re not 

telling us. Have we met?” 

He grinned mischievously, “You just look familiar. So, what’s this all about?” 

For ten minutes Taylinn told him about the events that led them here. Then she mentioned the 

Fay stone and the Fairies. 

“The Fay stone? Keep it well hidden and don’t let anyone get a hold of it,” he said. Then he 

looked down. “Its power is too great,” he mumbled. 

Everyone was silent for a moment until Leroy spoke, “How do you know about the stone? You 

didn’t even seem surprised when Tay mentioned that there’s a race of Fay out there?” 

“How is that, Doctor?” Avigale asked. 

Everyone stared at him. His thin gray brows began to form sweat on them under their scrutiny, 

Taylinn noticed. Dr. Rune stood abruptly. Taylinn slipped her hand beneath her cloak, preparing 

to reach for her weapon. But instead of attacking, he went to the counter, then filled a cup with 

water from a sink off to the side. 

“Anyone else?” he asked, holding it up. With no reply, he drank the water down. Then he 

slapped his hands together. “Interesting story. Let’s get you prepared.” 

Nimus sighed. “I’m afraid it’s unavoidable now, good Doctor. And if you don’t tell them, I 

will. They have the right to know.” 

Dr. Rune swallowed. “The truth. Well, the truth is,” he ran his hand through his thinning hair. 

He tapped the counter with his finger. 

“Revert!” Nimus threw up her palm at him. 



In a flash, a much younger face appeared, underneath his white coat gray fur appeared. His 

little ears became pointed, a long, shaggy tail protruded from his rear. Then the man appeared 

before them once again. 

A gasp came from everyone but more notably from Karla, who sprang to her feet. 

Have I seen him before? Taylinn wondered. She squeezed her fist. Preparing her ring, just in 

case. 

Karla’s mouth couldn’t close, and her legs wouldn’t move. She tried to say something, but 

words couldn’t form yet. After a moment, she finally shuffled over to the doctor making a little 

noise. “Are – Are you really?” 

Taylinn looked in awe. I seem to remember those same intense gray eyes. But from where? 

Karla ran her hand over his face again and again until he took her hand in his and looked at it, 

rubbing it lovingly. “It is you,” she uttered. 

“Daddy?” Dotty squeaked out. 

Dr. Rune nodded. 

Leroy let out a curse causing his mother to glare at him while he covered his mouth. “Sorry,” 

he said. 

Karla faced Dr. Rune. She tried to speak but it came out in stabs of gasps. “What… ar…” She 

then burst into tears and came at him, hammering her fists into his chest. “What are you doing 

here?” she cried out then her legs collapsed out from under her and Dr. Rune let her fall into him 

while holding her. “You missed our children,” she whispered in a sob. 

The room was silent except for Karla’s crying. “I know. The explanation isn’t an easy one 

though.” He led her to a chair. Dotty, Leroy, and William all touched and hugged him. When 

Karla’s sobs subsided, she tried to speak through hiccups. “How…why…?” That was all that 

would come out though. 

Dr. Rune coughed. “The stone. I kept dreaming about it when I was with you. I knew all about 

the Fays and Elves but knew they didn’t wish to be discovered. This is why I asked you to stop 

reading books on Tri-uns.” He nodded his head at Dotty. 

“You knew who we were related to?” Dotty asked. 

“Yes.” He continued with the story. “I kept having dreams of the stone. On the night I didn’t 

come back I went into the forest looking for a stone and found one. I picked it up and it turned 

me into this.” He held up his hand. “The stone vanished. I was so scared I didn’t know what to 

do, so I went to Nimus, who tried everything to get me back to normal, but nothing took.” He 

nodded toward Nimus. 

“Yes. All my powers failed me, thanks to Malic being within me,” Nimus said, with a sigh, “So 

I helped him escape through the Chronicle Gate.” 

“I ended up here, on Earth. So I stayed to help the people.” 

A profound silence filled the room. “Why did the stone vanish? And what does this have to do 

with Dad? I saw the way you looked at him,” Taylinn asked. 

“We think the stone grants wishes to someone and once it has done its job, the stone vanishes.” 

Jasper coughed. “As for the other part. This is where I’ve been coming to get our stuff.” 

“What do you mean our stuff?” Ellen asked. 

“The lights, TV, instruments.” 

“You mean you’ve lied?” Karla asked. 

Jasper ran his hand through his fur. “But then the gate wouldn’t open to earth one day and 

Nimus needed help with Malic so I kept making potions for her to keep Malic at bay.” 



“Some parenting,” Karla said. Then she looked at her husband. “And why would you wish to 

be something you’re not? A human.” 

Dr. Rune looked at the ground. “I read in Dotty’s books one night about the humans. It just 

looked so fun to be human and easy. I remembered what they say the Fay Stone could do. Grant 

you wishes.” He swallowed. 

“You read about the Fay in the books too?” Dotty said, “After you yelled at me for reading 

rubbish.” 

“Well, see…” Dr. Rune coughed. “I’m part fay.” 

“What do you mean you are part Fay!” Both Ellen and Karla cried. 

“I know you’re just now getting to know each other, and you have lots of questions, but we 

don’t have time for this,” Taylinn said, “We were told you have a ship? We also need weapons if 

you have them.” 

Of course,” Dr. Rune said, “This way.” 

 
  


